AC MOTORS
A typical AC motor consists of two parts:
An outside stationary stator having coils supplied with AC current to produce a rotating magnetic field, and;
An inside rotor attached to the output shaft that is given a torque by the rotating field.
There are two fundamental types of AC motor depending on the type of rotor used:
The synchronous motor, which rotates exactly at the supply frequency or a submultiple of the supply
frequency, and;
The induction motor, which turns slightly slower, and typically (though not necessarily always) takes the form
of the squirrel cage motor.
The rotating magnetic field principle, though commonly cred to Nikola Tesla in 1882 or thereabouts, was
employed by scientists such as Michael Faraday and James Clerk Maxwell in the 1820s. Tesla, however,
exploited the principle to design a unique two-phase induction motor in 1883. Michael von DolivoDobrowlskyinvented the first modern three-phase "cage-rotor" in 1890. Introduction of the motor from 1888
onwards initiated what is known as the Second Industrial Revolution, making possible the efficient generation
and long distance distribution of electrical energy using the alternating current transmission system, also of
Tesla's invention (1888)[4]. The first successful commercial three phase generation and long distance
transmission system was designed by Almerian Decker at Mill Creek No. 1 [5] in Redlands California.[6]

Three-phase AC induction motors

Three phase AC induction motors rated 1 Hp (750 W) and 25 W with small motors from CD player, toy and
CD/DVD drive reader head traverse
For higher-power applications where a polyphase electrical supply is available, the threephase (or polyphase) AC induction motor is used. The phase differences between the three phases of the
polyphase electrical supply create a rotating electromagnetic field in the motor.
Through electromagnetic induction, the rotating magnetic field induces a current in the conductors in the
rotor, which in turn sets up a counterbalancing magnetic field that causes the rotor to turn in the direction
the field is rotating. The rotor must always rotate slower than the rotating magnetic field produced by the
polyphase electrical supply; otherwise, no counterbalancing field will be produced in the rotor.
Induction motors are the workhorses of industry and motors up to about 500 kW in output are produced in
highly standardized frame sizes, making them nearly completely interchangeable between manufacturers
(although European and North American standard dimensions are different). Very large synchronous motors
are made up to tens of thousands of kilowatts output, for pipeline compressors and wind-tunnel drives.
There are two types of rotors used in induction motors.
Squirrel Cage rotors: Most common AC motors use the squirrel cage rotor, which will be found in virtually all
domestic and light industrial alternating current motors. The squirrel cage takes its name from its shape - a
ring at either end of the armature, with bars connecting the rings running the length of the rotor. It is
typically cast aluminum poured between the iron laminates of the rotor, and usually only the end rings will be
visible. The vast majority of the rotor currents will flow through the bars rather than the higher-resistance
and usually varnished laminates. Very low voltages at very high currents are typical in the bars and rings; high
efficiency motors will often use cast copper in order to reduce the resistance in the rotor.
In operation, the squirrel cage motor may be viewed as a transformer with a rotating secondary - when the
rotor is not rotating in sync with the magnetic field, large rotor currents are induced; the large rotor currents
magnetize the rotor and interact with the stator's magnetic fields to bring the rotor into synchronization with
the stator's field. An unloaded squirrel cage motor at synchronous speed will only consume electrical power
to maintain rotor speed against friction and resistance losses; as the mechanical load increases, so will the
electrical load - the electrical load is inherently related to the mechanical load. This is similar to a
transformer, where the primary's electrical load is related to the secondary's electrical load.
This is why, as an example, a squirrel cage blower motor may cause the lights in a home to dim as it starts,
but doesn't dim the lights when its fanbelt (and therefore mechanical load) is removed. Furthermore, a
stalled squirrel cage motor (overloaded or with a jammed shaft) will consume current limited only by circuit
resistance as it attempts to start; overheating and failure will be the result.
A common type of squirrel cage motor is a shaded pole motor, found in most inexpensive low-noise and lowtorque applications like fans. Shaded pole motors are inherently inefficient, and most incorporate some form
ofimpedance protection to limit stalled current. With the exception of shaded pole motors, most squirrel
cage motors are extremely efficient.

Virtually every washing machine, dishwasher, standalone fan, record player, etc. uses some variant of a
squirrel cage motor.
Wound Rotor: An alternate design, called the wound rotor, is used when variable speed is required. In this
case, the rotor has the same number of poles as the stator and the windings are made of wire, connected to
slip rings on the shaft. Carbon brushes connect the slip rings to an external controller such as a variable
resistor that allows changing the motor's slip rate. In certain high-power variable speed wound-rotor drives,
the slip-frequency energy is captured, rectified and returned to the power supply through an inverter.
Compared to squirrel cage rotors, wound rotor motors are expensive and require maintenance of the slip
rings and brushes, but they were the standard form for variable speed control before the advent of compact
power electronic devices. Transistorized inverters with variable frequency drive can now be used for speed
control and wound rotor motors are becoming less common. (Transistorized inverter drives also allow the
more-efficient three-phase motors to be used when only single-phase mains current is available.)
Several methods of starting a polyphase motor are used. Where the large inrush current and high starting
torque can be permitted, the motor can be started across the line, by applying full line voltage to the
terminals. Where it is necessary to limit the starting inrush current (where the motor is large compared with
the short-circuit capacity of the supply), reduced voltage starting using either series inductors,
an autotransformer,thyristors, or other devices are used. A technique sometimes used is star-delta starting,
where the motor coils are initially connected in wye for acceleration of the load, then switched to delta when
the load is up to speed. Transistorized drives can directly vary the applied voltage as required by the starting
characteristics of the motor and load.
This type of motor is becoming more common in traction applications such as locomotives, where it is known
as the asynchronous traction motor.
The speed of the AC motor is determined primarily by the frequency of the AC supply and the number of
poles in the stator winding, according to the relation:

where
Ns = Synchronous speed, in revolutions per minute
F = AC power frequency
p = Number of poles per phase winding
Actual RPM for an induction motor will be less than this calculated synchronous speed by an amount known
asslip that increases with the torque produced. With no load the speed will be very close to synchronous.
When loaded, standard motors have between 2-3% slip, special motors may have up to 7% slip, and a class of
motors known as torque motors are rated to operate at 100% slip (0 RPM/full stall).
The slip of the AC motor is calculated by:

where
Nr = Rotational speed, in revolutions per minute.
S = Normalised Slip, 0 to 1.
As an example, a typical four-pole motor running on 60 Hz might have a nameplate rating of 1725 RPM at full
load, while its calculated speed is 1800.
The speed in this type of motor has traditionally been altered by having additional sets of coils or poles in the
motor that can be switched on and off to change the speed of magnetic field rotation. However,
developments in power electronics mean that the frequency of the power supply can also now be varied to
provide a smoother control of the motor speed.

Three-phase AC synchronous motors
If connections to the rotor coils of a three-phase motor are taken out on slip-rings and fed a separate field
current to create a continuous magnetic field (or if the rotor consists of a permanent magnet), the result is
called a synchronous motor because the rotor will rotate in synchronism with the rotating magnetic field
produced by the polyphase electrical supply.
A synchronous motor can also be used as an alternator.
Nowadays, synchronous motors are frequently driven by transistorized variable frequency drives. This greatly
eases the problem of starting the massive rotor of a large synchronous motor. They may also be started as
induction motors using a squirrel-cage winding that shares the common rotor: once the motor reaches
synchronous speed, no current is induced in the squirrel-cage winding so it has little effect on the
synchronous operation of the motor, aside from stabilizing the motor speed on load changes.
Synchronous motors are occasionally used as traction motors; the TGV may be the best-known example of
such use.

Single-phase AC induction motors
A common single-phase motor is the shaded-pole motor, which is used in devices requiring low torque, such
as electric fans or other small household appliances. In this motor, small single-turn copper "shading coils"
create the moving magnetic field. Part of each pole is encircled by a copper coil or strap; the induced current
in the strap opposes the change of flux through the coil (Lenz's Law), so that the maximum field intensity
moves across the pole face on each cycle.
Another common single-phase AC motor is the split-phase induction motor, commonly used in major
appliances such as washing machines and clothes dryers. Compared to the shaded pole motor, these motors

can generally provide much greater starting torque by using a special startup winding in conjunction with
acentrifugal switch.
In the split phase motor, the startup winding is designed with a higher resistance than the running winding.
This creates an LR circuit which slightly shifts the phase of the current in the startup winding. When the
motor is starting, the startup winding is connected to the power source via a set of spring-loaded contacts
pressed upon by the not-yet-rotating centrifugal switch. The starting winding is wound with fewer turns of
smaller wire than the main winding, so it has a lower inductance (L) and higher resistance (R). The lower L/R
ratio creates a small phase shift, not more than about 30 degrees, between the flux due to the main winding
and the flux of the starting winding. The starting direction of rotation may be reversed simply by exchanging
the connections of the startup winding relative to the running winding.
The phase of the magnetic field in this startup winding is shifted from the phase of the mains power, allowing
the creation of a moving magnetic field which starts the motor. Once the motor reaches near design
operating speed, the centrifugal switch activates, opening the contacts and disconnecting the startup winding
from the power source. The motor then operates solely on the running winding. The starting winding must be
disconnected since it would increase the losses in the motor.
In a capacitor start motor, a starting capacitor is inserted in series with the startup winding, creating an LC
circuit which is capable of a much greater phase shift (and so, a much greater starting torque). The capacitor
naturally adds expense to such motors.
Another variation is the Permanent Split-Capacitor (PSC) motor. This motor operates similarly to the
capacitor-start motor described above, but there is no centrifugal starting switch and the second winding is
permanently connected to the power source. PSC motors are frequently used in air handlers, fans, and
blowers and other cases where a variable speed is desired. By changing taps on the running winding but
keeping the load constant, the motor can be made to run at different speeds.

Single-phase AC synchronous motors
Small single-phase AC motors can also be designed with magnetized rotors (or several variations on that
idea). The rotors in these motors do not require any induced current so they do not slip backward against the
mains frequency. Instead, they rotate synchronously with the mains frequency. Because of their highly
accurate speed, such motors are usually used to power mechanical clocks, audio turntables, and tape drives;
formerly they were also much used in accurate timing instruments such as strip-chart recorders or telescope
drive mechanisms. The shaded-pole synchronous motor is one version.
Because inertia makes it difficult to instantly accelerate the rotor from stopped to synchronous speed, these
motors normally require some sort of special feature to get started. Various designs use a small induction
motor (which may share the same field coils and rotor as the synchronous motor) or a very light rotor with a
one-way mechanism (to ensure that the rotor starts in the "forward" direction).

Stepper motors

Main article: Stepper motor
Closely related in design to three-phase AC synchronous motors are stepper motors, where an internal rotor
containing permanent magnets or a large iron core with salient poles is controlled by a set of external
magnets that are switched electronically. A stepper motor may also be thought of as a cross between a DC
electric motor and a solenoid. As each coil is energized in turn, the rotor aligns itself with the magnetic field
produced by the energized field winding. Unlike a synchronous motor, in its application, the motor may not
rotate continuously; instead, it "steps" from one position to the next as field windings are energized and
deenergized in sequence. Depending on the sequence, the rotor may turn forwards or backwards.
Simple stepper motor drivers entirely energize or entirely deenergize the field windings, leading the rotor to
"cog" to a limited number of positions; more sophisticated drivers can proportionally control the power to
the field windings allowing the rotors to position "between" the "cog" points and thereby rotate extremely
smoothly. Computer controlled stepper motors are one of the most versatile forms of positioning systems,
particularly when part of a digital servo-controlled system.

Brushless DC motors
Main article: Brushless DC electric motor
Many of the limitations of the classic commutator DC motor are due to the need for brushes to press against
the commutator. This creates friction. At higher speeds, brushes have increasing difficulty in maintaining
contact. Brushes may bounce off the irregularities in the commutator surface, creating sparks. This limits the
maximum speed of the machine. The current density per unit area of the brushes limits the output of the
motor. The imperfect electric contact also causes electrical noise. Brushes eventually wear out and require
replacement, and the commutator itself is subject to wear and maintenance. The commutator assembly on a
large machine is a costly element, requiring precision assembly of many parts.
These problems are eliminated in the brushless motor. In this motor, the mechanical "rotating switch" or
commutator/brushgear assembly is replaced by an external electronic switch synchronised to the motor's
position. Brushless motors are typically 85-90% efficient whereas DC motors with brushgear are typically 10%
less efficient.
Midway between ordinary DC motors and stepper motors lies the realm of the brushless DC motor. Built in a
fashion very similar to stepper motors, these often use a permanent magnet external rotor, three phases of
driving coils, one or more Hall effect devices to sense the position of the rotor, and the associated drive
electronics. The coils are activated, one phase after the other, by the drive electronics as cued by the signals
from the Hall effect sensors. In effect, they act as three-phase synchronous motors containing their
ownvariable frequency drive electronics.
Brushless DC motors are commonly used where precise speed control is necessary, computer disk drives or
invideo cassette recorders the spindles within CD, CD-ROM (etc.) drives, and mechanisms within office
products such as fans, laser printers and photocopiers. They have several advantages over conventional
motors:

Compared to AC fans using shaded-pole motors, they are very efficient, running much cooler than the
equivalent AC motors. This cool operation leads to much-improved life of the fan's bearings.
Without a commutator to wear out, the life of a DC brushless motor can be significantly longer compared to a
DC motor using brushes and a commutator. Commutation also tends to cause a great deal of electrical and RF
noise; without a commutator or brushes, a brushless motor may be used in electrically sensitive devices like
audio equipment or computers.
The same Hall effect devices that provide the commutation can also provide a convenient tachometersignal
for closed-loop control (servo-controlled) applications. In fans, the tachometer signal can be used to derive a
"fan okay" signal.
The motor can be easily synchronized to an internal or external clock, leading to precise speed control.
Modern DC brushless motors range in power from a fraction of a watt to many kilowatts. Larger brushless
motors up to about 100 kW rating are used in electric vehicles. They also find significant use in highperformance electric model aircraft.

Source : http://engineering.wikia.com/wiki/Electric_motor

